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MARKET COMMENTARY 

The markets pushed higher on Friday. The most important thing to note was that the technology space did pretty well. I continue to 

like some of the set ups in clean energy as I mentioned last week. It looks like the market might finally get enough momentum to 

break through prior highs and get rolling here. The real problem is that the momentum has been slow to lift off which is very 

concerning. Speculative stuff like ARKK and bitcoin haven’t really been able to break out.  

The oil rally this week was big, real big. Oil moved through $67 with almost no real retracement and by the end of the week we 

were sitting at $69.60 looking to go higher. Hopefully all the oil commentary has had you in the space. Gasoline volumes barely 

dropped off after the long weekend, suggesting a lot more demand coming. Oil company after oil company, as well as country oil 

ministers are all warning of a lack of oil in 2022. No one in government wants to hear 

it, as the governments and individuals all want to go green. The real problem is the 

public is not ready for big ambitious mining plans to fulfill electrical requirements. 

Governments have identified oil as the evil villain, providing heat, cooling, mobility, 

clothing, packaging, security, and manufacturing. For something so needed, oil is the 

villain in abundance and the villain for the shortfall in Carolina with the Colonial 

pipeline security issues. We sit with a shortage of electrical energy, while we push 

electric cars to people. Some Texans are still without power. We are going to be short 

of liquid energy, due to the lack of drilling. As oil closed a week ago, the number of 

drilling rigs dropped (by 1 rig) from the week before. Hardly a surge to be worried 

about. Drilling takes time to pick up, but certainly multi-year highs would have been 

motivating. Not yet! 

Uranium, lithium, and rare earth metals all had strong weeks. It looks like Uranium is finally trending after I had given up hope with 

all the chopping. Copper and Gold closed down on the week.  

The bond yield chart is really important this week. If all the yields start to move lower, that will put pressure on financials, and may 

reignite the tech trade. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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The US dollar has not done much, as it continues to move sideways. Bitcoin, with a meeting of 20,000 people in Florida this 

weekend, was unable to rally. The pressure on the cryptocurrencies is increasingly to the downside. On the other hand, CEO Jack 

Dorsey of Square said that the single most important thing he could focus on right now was Bitcoin. Best not to throw it in the 

rubbish bin, but the chart looks like it has more downside. The real question is do we get a large flush, where we wipe out the 

majority of other cryptos and get to some sort of an oligopoly of 3 or 4?  

Summary: The bond market appears to want dropping yields / higher prices. Can this boost tech as we head to the July earnings 

period? Not much on the slate this week, but the Fed meets next week and that coincides with quadruple options expiration which 

could increase volatility and volume. The global lift is a favorable backdrop and I definitely don’t see the USA leading the world 

lower. There does appear to be a good trade on buying foreign markets through ETF’s. I suggest oil continues to boil. Natural gas is 

also a positive here. Ag charts like NTR and ADM are continuing to move higher.  

It’s not the mountain ahead wearing us out, it’s the thinking that continues to work us. I played golf at a Mountain course this week. 

It was a stunning backdrop. But it also is an opportunity to be removed and look back at the markets with a big picture view.  

When I stepped back and analyzed at the big picture, energy of all kinds is in relatively tight supply so this trend should persist. Is it 

a surge every month? Probably not, but the pressure is to the upside. The move to Uranium looks to be trending rather than the 

whippy trading of April. That could be a long trend. Financials have had a big run, watch the bond market for clues of that changing. 

The transports are hinting at weakness which should show up on the industrials, but I don’t see it yet. I still expect tech to rally into 

earnings so these charts should start to move if they haven’t already. 

Let’s hit the charts. 

  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH  

The Schnell Strength Index closed up to 25% from last weeks’ 22%. Both panels have the same SSI indicator with different stock 

indexes in the background. We are in the buy the dip area, and it is turning up, but not noticeably yet. We did make a higher high 

this week. Historically, the markets have had some beautiful rallies that fired off in early June, so try not to get left behind. 

I posted SSI readings in the daily setup articles by Dwight every day. I have to wait for StockCharts to update some of the charts in 

the database after the close. The idea of posting the SSI every day is to allow you to follow the change in trend. SSI Indicators are 

based on weekly data so be careful about interpreting one strong or weak day. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIF 36% 

The Schnell Strength Index – Fast version - is moving up nicely. It still trying to turn up from very low levels 2 weeks ago, typically a 

nice place to get long. Blue markers are where the signal suggested the market was weak, but the market just kept climbing. NDX in 

the background on the top, SPX in the bottom. The indexes were up very modestly, so if the rally is going to continue, there is lots 

of room to run from a momentum point of view. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIQ  

The Schnell Strength Index – quick version - closed at 26% which is moving out of the low area. The two red lines on the top panel 

are where the backdrop was weak (falling SSIQ), but the market kept rallying – marking not profitable signals -. Currently this is in 

an area where we want to be long, with protective stops underneath. $SPX has been flat since April 16th while the indicators 

signaled weakness. If that was our correction, we want to be moving to portfolios being invested as we make the next leg higher. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH SSIF SSIQ STACK 

The Schnell Strength Indexes are turning up. Remember these indicators are SUPPOSED to fire off early warning sell signals. When 

they turn up for buy signals, it is usually paralleling price moves up. The strength indexes typically will move down (creating 

sell/caution signals) before the market does rather than just matching the index on the way down.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH, SSIF, SSIQ OVERLAY 

The chart shows the stock indexes in the top panel. Last week the indicators were basing and we have to use the clues when we see 

them. This looks like a good place to be buying breakouts. The markets were only up marginally for the week and most of that 

happened on Friday. Is this the start of the next push? 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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JUNE MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL  

Dwight and I hosted the June monthly conference call on Monday, May 31. Click on the link to view. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://www.gregschnell.com/june-2021-conference-call-recording-link/
https://www.gregschnell.com/june-2021-conference-call-recording-link/
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$SPX – A HIGHER CLOSE 

The year-to-date line chart of the S&P 500 shows the index closing at an all-time high. It would appear we are ready to break out of 

this consolidation range, as the PPO has started to move higher as well.  The strength indicators are indicating an improving 

backdrop. $SPX . 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$SPX&p=D&st=2020-12-31&id=p77111441667&a=966245873&listNum=336
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$COMPQ DAILY CHART 

The $NDX was up 0.62% this week. This index moved just above the 50-day moving average. I continue to watch this pattern shown 

by the green arc to see if it will replicate. The global backdrop also moved higher this week, supporting the move in the USA. The 

low volume was due to a short week. 

 
 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NDX&p=W&st=2018-09-14&id=p72391329615&a=960954890&listNum=335
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$NDX – NASDAQ 100 DAILY CHART 

The $NDX on the 60-minute chart is wobbling. We’ll need to see some strong buying to break out of the five-month consolidation. I 

have drawn an upsloping channel on the right side, which we breached mid-week. Friday’s spurious move made a higher high from a 

higher low. I highlighted two other areas where the market topped out as PPO momentum crossed below. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NDX&p=60&yr=0&mn=6&dy=20&id=p49891728970&a=960955053&listNum=335
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$NAAD – NASDAQ ADVANCE/DECLINE LINE  

The $NAAD. Since the peak in February, the a/d line continues to drift lower. The four-month trend line was bullishly broken this 

week. Now we need it to continue and start making a series of higher highs and lows. It’s bullish to be at the top of the range. Can 

it carry on and continue to the upside?  

 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NAAD&p=D&yr=1&mn=8&dy=0&id=p47047928547&a=960954846&listNum=335
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$NASI – AT A TYPICAL BOUNCE LEVEL 

The Nasdaq McClellan Summation Index is in the top panel. Looking left, lots of bounces have occurred at the -200 level. The $NASI 

continued higher this week with a good size candle. The bodes well for the rally to continue. The $NASI, and the $NAMO in the 

middle panel both look refreshingly positive. One small concern is the 40 level is where most of the rallies roll over on the $NAMO.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NASI&p=W&st=2012-05-03&id=p17885463524&a=960954861&listNum=335
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$TSX BREAKS 20000  

The $TSX is Canada’s index. It continues to make new highs, suggesting the commodity run is strong as well. The TSX broke through 

20000 for the first time! $TSX. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$TSX&p=W&yr=3&mn=0&dy=0&id=p01229516501&a=960954897&listNum=335
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$WTIC – CRUDE OIL 

The price of crude oil continued higher after breaking above $68. As expected, the 3-month PPO downtrend breakout is a very 

bullish signal. We can see a similar momentum pattern to the September/ October consolidation. In September COVID was raging 

and the vaccines were not announced. Now they are and they are rolling out around the world opening up economies. Most people 

studying crude oil are suggesting we will have very tight supplies later this year. $WTIC 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$WTIC&p=D&st=2020-05-21&id=p35395119463&a=960955000&listNum=335
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$USD – US DOLLAR 

The US Dollar hasn’t made any progress for the last 4 weeks. It did make a higher high and higher low but closed in the middle of 

the range again. I am extremely sensitive to changes on this chart but there are none! The commodities continue to signal higher 

prices for commodities and sideways to lower for the dollar. $USD Weekly. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$USD&p=W&yr=3&mn=6&dy=0&id=p51335632152&a=966245894&listNum=336
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$WTIC- CRUDE OIL AND NATURAL GAS LINE CHARTS 

This chart has both crude oil and Natural gas pushing above their recent weekly closing levels. Both panels are making prior highs 

and are well set up to be supportive of each other. Natural Gas hasn’t seen the extremes to the downside, but it also has not had 

much of a push to the topside.  $WTIC 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$WTIC&p=W&yr=3&mn=0&dy=0&id=p47618348324&a=960954978&listNum=335
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HEATING OIL AND GASOLINE 

The two panels below have heating oil and gasoline on them. We have spent 7 years in a low-price environment and that looks set to 

change. The wholesale gasoline price could be at 7-year highs by the end of the week. Heating oil needs a 15% move to take out 

prior highs.  Heating Oil and Gasoline. Both of these charts support the potential breakouts in crude oil and natural gas above. This 

liquid energy theme will likely move up as a unit, lifting refiners and exploration companies.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$HOIL&p=W&yr=4&mn=0&dy=0&id=p50377697489&a=960954979&listNum=335
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XOP – EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION ETF 

The exploration and production ETF had a 3-month drop into the October low. The PPO wave was making lower lows. At the time, 

the trend line on the PPO broke and these stocks soared. The same setup is currently occurring again, except at a higher level of 

momentum.  XOP. My work and the work of many others suggests this is the next leg higher. The volume (black line) went quiet last 

week, to the lowest volume since last October and February. All three low volumes led to surges higher as XOP was up 8% this week. 

I am not expecting crude to get weak after the strong bounce up last week. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=XOP&p=D&st=2020-07-09&en=2021-05-29&id=p88930243605&a=960955003&listNum=335
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BITCOIN 

Bitcoin has been hammered lower. $BTCUSD Just pause for a second. This is a chart with 2-hour price bars for a month. The 

scale is in $2000 increments. There might be a lot of emotion as price moves! Bitcoin has drawn out a 4-month topping structure 

prior to mid-May. After the initial plunge, it has stalled the downside drop and is building a pennant of rising lows and lower highs in 

the rally attempt. The most dangerous part of this trade is a re-entry on a break of the downtrend. Lots of retail money will enter 

there and lots of experienced money will be trying to sell or buy into the rally. A whirlpool of emotional trading. Should the chart 

break out and for Bitcoin that is $40k, watch for a surge to $42k and potentially all the way up to $46k, as this will be a wild rush. 

Remember we are dealing with $1000 moves per hour. But the hardest part of the trade is what comes next. Will it stall, and then 

move back down? If so, we’ve seen this movie before on hundreds of charts.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24BTCUSD&p=120&yr=0&mn=1&dy=6&id=p73785147786&listNum=326&a=962010442
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ARKK – ARK INNOVATION FUND 

This is an update on the ARKK chart posted last week. It is hovering near resistance with very light volume as the volume got even 

lighter this week. How growth stocks price this week is pretty important. I mentioned the Nasdaq earlier. Watch the growth names 

for performance here. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=ARKK&p=240&yr=0&mn=6&dy=12&id=p14248126862&listNum=326&a=954421190
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HACK – CYBER SECURITY ETF 

Here is the HACK ETF which is for cyber security. Considering the problems in the world with cyberattacks and ransoms paid in 

Bitcoin, I always expect more from this area. It looks ready to breakout meaningfully here.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$TRAN 

The transports kicked off a couple of sell signals this week, adding a little caution to the pace of the uptrend. The break in relative 

strength, shown in purple, is not a positive. We’ll watch to see if it becomes more meaningful. Price uptrend is still holding. The 

PPO kicked a sell signal as well. $TRAN 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24TRAN&p=W&yr=2&mn=2&dy=0&id=p54372774766&listNum=336&a=966245945
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$DJUSAR - AIRLINES 

The airlines are definitely getting to the narrow part of the pattern. This usually resolves higher, but this red line represents 

resistance. Have the full planes already been priced in? $DJUSAR 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$DJUSAR&p=D&st=2020-01-11&id=p39557797967&a=966245946&listNum=336
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$DJUSRR - RAILROADS 

Railroads haven’t done much for 6-weeks. It looks like the relative strength line is about to be broken, which is a meaningful caution 

for me. Price has had a beautiful uptrend since the lows in 2020. Will it just touch the line and resume the trend higher?  $DJUSRR 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$DJUSRR&p=D&st=2020-03-20&id=p21383517297&a=966245948&listNum=336
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$DJUSTK - TRUCKING  

Trucking broke the relative strength uptrend last week, and the chart is wandering lower. The PPO is near zero where it usually 

bounces. We’ll watch to see if this fires back up. If these 3 transport charts don’t start carrying higher prices, we’ll need to be 

cautious of the industrials especially. $DJUSTK 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$DJUSTK&p=D&yr=0&mn=9&dy=0&id=p82435403164&a=966245950&listNum=336
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$COPPER – DR. COPPER 

The metal Copper closed lower this week, still a little lower from all-time highs. We need to be careful here in the mining area after 

such a splendid rise. Copper long term. While it did make higher highs and lower lows creating an outside bar, it closed in the 

middle of the range. I was speaking to my friend Martin Pring this week, and he mentioned another gem in one short sentence. 

“when in a secular bull market, commodities just keep staying overbought and the pullbacks are minimal.”  Unless something 

happens to industrial stocks, I expect this to bounce off the trendline. 

 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$COPPER&p=W&yr=2&mn=0&dy=0&id=p87196677418&a=966246007&listNum=336
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$COPPER&p=W&yr=2&mn=0&dy=0&id=p87196677418&a=957477628&listNum=293
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LIT AND REMX BACK ABOVE THE 10-WEEK 

Both lithium and rare earth metals are moving meaningfully higher. As all these commodities line up to break out again, and 

countries like Russia, Canada, Australia, Brazil and Mexico all push higher, a theme is emerging. It looks like the next leg higher for 

commodities. The two charts haven’t done much since the February top on the Nasdaq. The next leg is now under way. Lithium 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=LIT&p=W&yr=3&mn=0&dy=0&id=p46092825929&a=966245978&listNum=336
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CCJ – CAMECO AND URANIUM 

Cameco is finally creating a smooth trend of higher highs and higher lows. The volatility is smoothing out as well. The SCTR has been 

pinned to the top for a while. Based on the push for energy, President Biden has been hinting about nuclear. With NIMBY always 

present, the existing nuclear facilities are really going to need to ramp up. But other countries are building nuclear facilities. CCJ 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=CCJ&p=W&yr=3&mn=0&dy=0&id=p64291188965&listNum=326&a=967034114
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$LUMBER – PARABOLIC MOVE BREAKS 

$LUMBER daily. Lumber chopped around this week. The WOOD ETF continues to push lower. I expect the rally in lumber to struggle 

as it approaches the previous peak. Based on the PPO breaking the uptrend and the WOOD ETF threatening to break the uptrend, it 

might be better to look to some of the other commodities.  

 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$LUMBER&p=D&st=2020-07-25&id=p93213453665&a=957477652&listNum=293
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=WOOD&p=W&yr=5&mn=0&dy=0&id=p41094821730&a=966246032&listNum=336
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BOND YIELDS 

The bond yields collectively look like they want to break to the downside. This should put pressure on the financials, and might 

bring a resurgence back to tech. I am watching it closely as we approach mid-year. The big move up started in January. Yields. 

 
 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$UST30Y&p=D&st=2019-12-17&id=p89008047004&a=966245939&listNum=336
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MARKET SUMMARY 

Energy was clearly the trade to be in. With massive moves higher on both the Canadian and US side, this continues to be un-

investable since November 9th, according to a well-known TV personality. I clearly disagree and will exit when the charts tell us to. 

The semi-conductors were muted again, even after NVDA’s exceptional numbers. While they outperformed the Nasdaq, it wasn’t by 

much. If my intermarket analysis is correct, I want to be buying breakout growth stocks and be invested here broadly. If the markets 

lose strength then I’ll recalibrate, but momentum is improving and the market ($SPX) is making new highs. Bullish. 

    

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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GLOBAL VIEW 

The globe had another good week. Commodity countries continued to do well. Probably the big surprise is just how little the US 

markets moved up this week, but the list shows globally, the picture is improving. While the Nasdaq was in line with the Dow and 

the S&P 500, the commodity countries outperformed. Energy related commodities did well, with the exception of Copper which is 

trying to consolidate around all-time highs. 

                  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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VIDEO OF THE WEEK   

Dwight and I hosted the June monthly conference call on Monday, May 31. Click on the link to view. 

Here is the link to the chart list. Weekly Charts 

Here is a link to this week’s video. Appraising The Rally 

 

 Disclaimer: 

 

Greg Schnell is an independent analyst and does 

not invest for clients. Greg Schnell does not 

collaborate to create a positive/negative market 

bias, nor is he paid to promote any particular 

stock or perspective. These charts and 

descriptions are not an instruction to buy or sell. 

You as a reader, are solely responsible for every 

investing decision you make. Greg Schnell and 

any of his companies or relationships with other 

companies, are not responsible for trades. The 

ideas presented here are opinion. Trading and 

investing involves risk to you and is solely yours. 

Greg may or may not own securities mentioned.  

 

Good trading, 

Greg Schnell, CMT, MFTA. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://www.gregschnell.com/june-2021-conference-call-recording-link/
https://stockcharts.com/articles/sharedcharts.php?cc=1088015
https://youtu.be/APTIXOjjrG4
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BIOGRAPHY GREG SCHNELL, CMT, MFTA. 
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